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Abstract
Local sequence transduction (LST) tasks are se-
quence transduction tasks where there exists mas-
sive overlapping between the source and target se-
quences, such as Grammatical Error Correction
(GEC) and spell or OCR correction. Previous
work generally tackles LST tasks with standard
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models that gen-
erate output tokens from left to right and suf-
fer from the issue of unbalanced outputs. Moti-
vated by the characteristic of LST tasks, in this
paper, we propose a simple but versatile approach
named Pseudo-Bidirectional Decoding (PBD) for
LST tasks. PBD copies the corresponding repre-
sentation of source tokens to the decoder as pseudo
future context to enable the decoder to attends to
its bi-directional context. In addition, the bidirec-
tional decoding scheme and the characteristic of
LST tasks motivate us to share the encoder and the
decoder of seq2seq models. The proposed PBD ap-
proach provides right side context information for
the decoder and models the inductive bias of LST
tasks, reducing the number of parameters by half
and providing good regularization effects. Experi-
mental results on several benchmark datasets show
that our approach consistently improves the perfor-
mance of standard seq2seq models on LST tasks.
1 Introduction
As illustrated in Figure 1, in local sequence transduction
(LST) tasks [Ribeiro et al., 2018], a model is trained to map
an input sequence x1, ..., xn to an output sequence y1, ..., ym,
where the input and output sequences are of similar length,
differ only in a few positions, of the same nature (e.g. sen-
tences in the same language) which means xi, yj come from
the same vocabulary Σ. Many import NLP tasks can be for-
mulated as LST tasks, including automatic grammatical er-
ror correction (GEC) [Lee and Seneff, 2006], OCR error cor-
rection [Tong and Evans, 1996], spell checking [Fossati and
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General Sequence Transduction
(Machine Translation)
He went to school yesterday Il est allé à l'école hier
Local Sequence Transduction
(Grammatical Error Correction)
He go to school yesterday He went to school yesterday
(Spell / OCR Correction)
belive believe
Figure 1: Illustration of the characteristic of local transduction tasks
versus general sequence transduction tasks. Words and letters in red
are those different from that in the input sequences.
Di Eugenio, 2007], and sentence rewriting [Cohn and La-
pata, 2008]. With the recent success of neural sequence-
to-sequence (seq2seq) learning paradigm [Sutskever et al.,
2014] and the powerful self-attention based transformer mod-
els [Vaswani et al., 2017], the aforementioned LST tasks have
been tackled by directly applying seq2seq neural networks as
back-bone model [Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018].
While the standard seq2seq paradigm suits general se-
quence transduction problems well where the source and
target sequences are substantially different, such as ma-
chine translation [Bahdanau et al., 2014] and dialogue re-
sponse generation [Serban et al., 2016], the left-to-right auto-
regressive decoding manner may not be optimal for local se-
quence transduction tasks. The problem of the left-to-right
decoding scheme in standard seq2seq models is that the de-
coder cannot access the future predictions on the right side,
which has been demonstrated to degrade the performance
of seq2seq modes by previous studies [Zhang et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2019a].
In this work, motivated by the characteristic of LST
tasks that the target sequences only differ from the source
sequences in a few positions, we propose a Pseudo-
Bidirectional Decoding (PBD) approach which uses the in-
put tokens on the right side of the current decoding posi-
tion as a proxy for the predicted future tokens. In this way,
we are able to augment the decoder of the transformer-based
seq2seq models by allowing it to attend to the representation
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of “pseudo” future tokens, which are directly copied from the
encoder representations. The copied tokens provide a good
approximation of the future information and make the de-
coding self-attention module bidirectional without introduc-
ing any computational overhead during inference. We also
propose a novel masking strategy that enables the decoder to
attend to copied future token representations instead of gold
future tokens during training without changing the input of
decoder at each position, which retains the parallelizability of
the training of transformer models as well as the causality of
transformer decoder. The proposed masking scheme bridges
the gap between training and inference stages in the proposed
pseudo-bidirectional decoding approach. In addition, we in-
corporate a segment embedding mechanism to make the de-
coder aware of which part of the input is directly copied
from the encoder representation and represent them differ-
ently from that of the pre-generated tokens.
With the proposed pseudo-bidirectional decoding tech-
nique, the encoder and the decoder in seq2seq models for LST
tasks receive similar input sequences and their self-attention
modules both attend to their bidirectional context informa-
tion. This observation motivates us to share all parameters
(except encoder-decoder attention) between the encoder and
the decoder. The parameter sharing mechanism allows us to
roughly reduce the total number of parameters of the model
by half, which is beneficial for real-world applications and
makes the training more efficient. The tied parameters be-
tween the encoder and the decoder also explicitly model the
inductive bias that the source and the target sequences are in
the same language and have substantial overlap in LST tasks.
This leads to good regularization effects which enhance the
performance of seq2seq models on LST tasks and also allow
us to train deeper models for further improvements.
We conduct extensive experiments on three LST tasks in-
cluding grammatical error correction, spell correction, and
OCR correction. Experimental result demonstrates that the
proposed PBD approach is able to substantially and consis-
tently improve competitive transformer baselines across all
three LST tasks and yield state-of-the-art results on both spell
and OCR correction tasks.
The contribution of our paper can be summarized as fol-
lows:
• We propose a pseudo-bidirectional decoding approach,
which copies the representation of input sequences as
approximated future information for the decoder to en-
able pseudo bidirectional decoding. Our approach aug-
ments the decoder of seq2seq LST models with pseudo
future information without yielding computational over-
head during inference.
• We propose to share the parameters between the encoder
and the decoder in the LST models trained with the
pseudo-bidirectional decoding approach. The parameter
sharing mechanism reduces the number of parameters of
the model and provides good regularization effects.
• Experimental result on several benchmark datasets
for LST tasks demonstrates the effectiveness of both
the pseudo-bidirectional decoding approach and the
encoder-decoder sharing mechanism. In addition, our
PBD-based transformer models achieve the state-of-the-
art results both spell and OCR correction tasks.
2 Background
The task of sequence to sequence learning is to find the most
probable output sequence y1, ..., ym which maximizes the
following conditional probability given the input sequence
x1, ..., xn.
P (y|x) = P (y1y2 · · · ym|x1x2 · · ·xn) (1)
Conventional unidirectional decoding scheme decomposes
equation 1 in a left-to-right manner as follows:
P (y|x) =
m∏
i=1
p (yi|y<i, x) (2)
Based on this factorization scheme, a conventional seq2seq
model employs an encoder to convert input tokens x1, ..., xn
to contextual states h1, ..., hn and a decoder to summarize
y < t to a state st and sequentially decodes yt based on both
h1, ..., hn and st from left to right. With the attention mech-
anism [Bahdanau et al., 2014] and the transformer architec-
ture [Vaswani et al., 2017], seq2seq models are able to model
the conditional probability P (yt|y<t, x) more accurately, but
leaves the future contexts unexplored.
3 Pseudo-Bidirectional Decoding
In this section, we describe the proposed PBD approach in
detail. We first introduce the proposed pseudo future con-
text modeling approach and the related techniques including
a novel masking strategy and a segment embedding mech-
anism. Afterward, we describe the encoder-decoder shar-
ing mechanism and explain its relationship with the pseudo-
bidirectional decoding scheme.
3.1 Pseudo Future Context Modeling
In contrast to recent works on bidirectional decoding [Zhang
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a] that employs a right-to-
left model at the same time and combines their predictions
in a post-hoc fashion with sophisticated algorithms, the pro-
posed approach enables the decoder of the seq2seq model to
exploit the future context of the generated sequence without
having to predict them in the first place. The key idea of
the proposed pseudo-bidirectional decoding approach is that
the expected output sentences are almost the same (i.e. differ
only in a few positions), which is an important characteristic
of local sequence transduction tasks. Base on this observa-
tion, we propose to directly copy the segments in the input
sequences, which correspond to the pseudo future tokens to
be predicted from the current decoding step, to the decoder
as pseudo future information. In this way, the decoder is aug-
mented with approximated future information and thus able
to perform pseudo-bidirectional decoding based on both the
left and the right context of the current decoding step, which
provides more context information and probably leads to bet-
ter performance.
For instance, in the task of grammatical error correction,
given an input text “He go to school yesterday.”, a conven-
tional left-to-right decoder would probably generate “goes”
(a) attention mask in standard uni-directional decoder (b) attention mask in pseudo-bidirectional decoder
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed pseudo future context modeling approach and the pseudo-bidirectional attention mask. Cube in gray
means the corresponding token representation is masked and prevented from being attended. When predicting the current output token, the
decoder in the PBD approach attends to both its left side context where the tokens are previously generated by the decoder and the right side
context which is copied from the corresponding encoder representation.
at the second decoding step, as the decoder state is “He ”,
which is likely to be continued with the third person singular
form of the verb “go”. In contrast, with the proposed pseudo-
bidirectional decoding scheme, the decoder state is “He to
school yesterday.”, which facilitates the decoder to generate
“went” instead of “goes”. While ideally, the encoder-decoder
attention may be able to capture the information provided by
the future token representation copied from the encoder, the
pseudo-bidirectional decoding mechanism makes the decoder
self-attention module more effective by allowing it to directly
attend to future information, thus probably leads to better em-
pirical performance.
Pseudo-bidirectional Attention Mask While the pro-
posed approach is versatile and applicable to RNN-based
seq2seq models, in this paper, we focus on the transformer
model [Vaswani et al., 2017] which yields state-of-the-art
performance in most natural language generation tasks.
The pseudo-bidirectional decoding copies the representa-
tion of tokens from theN+1 th position to the end of the input
sequence in the corresponding encoder layer to the decoder
when predicting the N th output token. This is easy to im-
plement for auto-regressive decoding during inference. How-
ever, a straightforward way to make the model behaves con-
sistently during training and inference requires us to change
the decoder input dynamically for each decoding step instead
of feeding the entire output sequence into the decoder and use
a causal attention mask to ensure the causality of the decoder.
This would hinder the transformer model from being trained
in parallel, thus makes the training much less efficient.
To address this problem, we propose a novel masking strat-
egy referred as “pseudo-bidirectional attention mask”. As il-
lustrated in Figure 2, we concatenate the representation of
the input sequences to that of the output sequences to form
the Key and the Value in the decoder self-attention module,
while the Query remains to be the representation of the output
sequences. The pseudo-bidirectional attention mask makes
the decoder self-attention bidirectional by allowing the query
tokens to attend to pseudo future tokens copied from the en-
coder, thus retaining the causality of the decoder and enabling
parallel training.
Segment Embedding The characteristic of local sequence
transduction tasks ensures the pseudo future tokens copied
from the input sequence to be roughly the same as the ex-
pected output sequence. However, the simple position-wise
alignment method and the inherent differences between in-
put and output sequences make the pseudo future informa-
tion potentially noisy. Therefore, we propose a simple seg-
ment embedding method to allow the decoder to distinguish
the copied tokens on the right side from that generated by the
decoder at the left side and represent them differently. Sim-
ilar to that in BERT [Devlin et al., 2018], we add a learned
embedding to every token representation in each layer indi-
cating whether it belongs to the generated part or is copied
from the encoder. Hopefully, the segment embedding method
would make the decoder aware of the different nature of the
bidirectional context and improve its robustness to the noise
in the copied future token representations.
3.2 Encoder-decoder Sharing
The encoder and the decoder in conventional transformer
models are independently parameterized for two main rea-
sons. First, the inputs for the encoder and the decoder are
Method # Parameters Latency BEA-19 CoNLL-14
w/o Pretraining
Transformer 210M 1x 57.1 53.8
Transformer-12 layers 383M 1.7x 56.3 52.9
Ours 132M 1x 58.6 55.1
Ours-12 layers 232M 1.7x 59.5 55.7
w/ pretraining
Transformer 210M 1x 61.2 57.1
Transformer-12 layers 383M 1.7x 61.9 57.5
Ours 132M 1x 63.2 58.9
Ours-12 layers 232M 1.7x 63.9 60.1
Table 1: The performance, number of parameters, and inference latency of different compared models on two test sets of the Grammartical
Error Correction task. We evaluate the compared models in both settings where the models are trained with and without synthetic data.
usually different for general sequence transduction tasks such
as machine translation and text summarization. Second, the
encoder self-attention module is bidirectional whereas the de-
coder self-attention is causal (i.e. uni-directional). The char-
acteristic of local sequence transduction tasks and the pro-
posed pseudo-bidirectional decoding scheme resolves these
obstructs and motivates us to share the encoder and the de-
coder in transformer-based seq2seq models for LST tasks.
Specifically, we share all parameters, except that in the
encoder-decoder module, between the encoder and the de-
coder. The encoder-decoder sharing mechanism roughly re-
duces the number of parameters in the model by half, which
makes it easier for deploying in production and facilitates
model training. In addition, the parameter sharing scheme
explicitly models the inductive bias of input-output similarity
for LST tasks and provides regularization effects.
4 Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments on LST bench-
marks to validate the effectiveness of the proposed pseudo-
bidirectional decoding and encoder-decoder sharing methods.
We mainly focus on the grammatical error correction task and
also report results on two other LST tasks including spell and
OCR corrections.
4.1 Grammatical Error Correction
Datasets Following the recent work [Grundkiewicz et al.,
2019; Kiyono et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019] in GEC,
the GEC training data we use is the public Lang-8 [Mizu-
moto et al., 2011], NUCLE [Dahlmeier et al., 2013],
FCE [Yannakoudakis et al., 2011] and W&I+LOCNESS
datasets [Bryant et al., 2019; Granger, 1998].
Most recent GEC models are first pretrained with synthetic
data and then fine-tuned with parallel corpora. To investigate
whether our approaches can yield consistent improvement in
this setting, we pretrain our models with 30M sentence pairs
obtained by the corruption based approach and 30M pairs by
the fluency boost back-translation approach [Ge et al., 2018]
for GEC pre-training. Specifically, the corruption-based data
is obtained from the NewsCrawl dataset; while the back-
translated data is harvested from English Wikipedia with a
backward model trained on the public Lang-8 and NUCLE
dataset.
Models We use the “transformer-big” architecture as the
baseline model, denoted by Transformer. For throughout
comparison, we train two model variants with the proposed
pseudo-bidirectional decoding and encoder-decoder sharing
approach. The first model is denoted by Ours and con-
sists of the same number (i.e. 6) of transformer blocks with
the Transformer, thus has the same inference latency while
containing only half the number of parameters. The second
model is denoted by Ours-12 layers and consists of 12 trans-
former blocks, thus has approximately the same number of
parameters but the inference latency is doubled. For compar-
ison, we also train a variant of the “transformer-big” archi-
tecture with 12 blocks, which is denoted by Transformer-12
layers. For reference, we also compare with a recent model
specifically designed for local sequence transduction tasks,
denoted by PIE.
The training procedure for all compared models is de-
scribed as follows. Both input and output sentences are tok-
enized with byte-pair encoding with shared codes consisting
of 30,000 token types. Following the previous work [Zhang
et al., 2019b], we train the GEC models on 8 Nvidia V100
GPUs, using Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2014] with
β1=0.9, β2=0.98. We allow each batch to have at most 5,120
tokens per GPU. During pre-training, we set the learning rate
to 0.0005 with linear warm-up for the first 8k updates, and
then decrease proportionally to the inverse square root of the
number of steps. For fine-tuning, the learning rate is set to
0.0001 with warmup over the first 4,000 steps and inverse
square root decay after warmup. The dropout ratio is set to
0.2 in both pre-training and fine-tuning stages. We pre-train
the model for 200k steps and fine-tune it up to 50k steps.
We use synthetic data for pre-training GEC models. Then,
we use the GEC training data to fine-tune the pre-trained
models. We select the best model checkpoint according to
the perplexity on the BEA-19 validation set for both the pre-
training and fine-tuning. We use beam search to decode with
the beam size of 12.
Evaluation We evaluate the performance of GEC models
on the BEA-19 and the CoNLL-14 benchmark datasets. Fol-
lowing the latest work in GEC [Grundkiewicz et al., 2019;
Method BEA-19 CoNLL-14
6 Layers
Transformer 57.1 53.8
Ours 58.4 54.7
-w/o pseudo future context modeling 57.6 54.0
-w/o encoder-decoder sharing 58.2 54.5
12 Layers
Transformer- 12 layers 56.3 52.9
Ours-12 layers 59.2 55.3
-w/o pseudo future context modeling 58.6 54.2
-w/o encoder-decoder sharing 58.8 54.5
Table 2: Ablation study result for comparing the contribution of
the pseudo future context modeling method and the encoder-decoder
sharing mechanism in the proposed PBD approach.
Kiyono et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019], we evaluate the per-
formance of trained GEC models using F0.5 on test sets using
official scripts1 in both datasets.
Results The performance of different compared models on
the grammatical error correction task is shown in Table 1. It
is notable that all the presented results are the single model’s
result with beam search decoding. We do not compare to the
results obtained with model ensembling and additional infer-
ence methods like iterative decoding and reranking with an
LM or a right-to-left GEC model, because they are not re-
lated to our contributions. In addition, the synthetic data size
used in our experiments is smaller than most previous works
investigating data synthesis methods for GEC, which uses the
same transformer model architecture. As our contribution is
orthogonal to better data synthesis method, we only compare
against transformer models with the same pretraining/fine-
tuning data for fair comparison.
We first compare the performance of Transformer and
Ours, which have the same number of transformer blocks.
We can see that our model outperforms the transformer base-
line by a large margin in both settings with and without pre-
training with synthetic data. This suggests that our approach
is able to improve the performance of transformer-based LST
models while reducing the number of parameters by half
without increasing the inference latency.
We then compare another variant of our model (i.e. Ours-
12 layers) which has approximately the same number of pa-
rameters with the Transformer baseline. We can see that
by doubling the number of transformer blocks, our model
is able to yield substantial further improvement without in-
creasing the number of parameters. In contrast, we can see
that simply increasing the number of transformer blocks (i.e.
Transformers-12 layers) fails to improve the performance.
This implies that our approach may be able to facilitate the
training of deeper transformer models by providing regular-
ization effects.
Ablation Study We then conduct an ablation study to bet-
ter understand the relative importance and the impact of the
proposed pseudo future context modeling approach and the
encoder-decoder sharing mechanism. Specifically, we train
1M2scorer for CoNLL-14; Errant for BEA-19.
Method Spell OCR
LSTM-soft 46.3 79.9
LSTM-hard 52.2 58.4
Ribeiro et al. 54.1 81.8
PIE 67.0 87.6
2 Layers
Transformer 67.6 84.5
Ours 69.2 88.7
4 Layers
Transformer-4 layers 67.1 85.4
Ours-4 layers 70.4 89.6
Table 3: The performance (accuracy) of different compared models
on the spell and OCR correction tasks.
two ablated variants (without pretraining on synthetic data)
where either the pseudo future context modeling approach
and the encoder-decoder parameter sharing is disabled for
both model variants.
The results are shown in Table 2. We can see that the
proposed pseudo future context modeling approach method
is very important in both the default and the deeper config-
uration of our transformer-based models, demonstrating its
effectiveness on LST tasks. We also find that the encoder-
decoder sharing mechanism is more effective in deeper mod-
els. This suggests that sharing the parameters between the
encoder and the decoder may provide strong regularization
effects and make it easier to train deeper transformer models.
4.2 More Sequence Transduction Tasks
Following previous work [Ribeiro et al., 2018; Awasthi et al.,
2019], we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proaches on two additional local sequence transduction tasks
including spell and OCR correction.
Spell correction We use the twitter spell correction
dataset [Aramaki, 2010] which consists of 39172 pairs of
original and corrected words obtained from twitter. We
use the same train-dev-valid split as [Ribeiro et al., 2018]
(31172/4000/4000). We tokenize on characters and our vo-
cabulary comprises the 26 lower cased letters of English.
OCR correction We use the Finnish OCR data set3 by [Sil-
fverberg et al., 2016] comprising words extracted from Early
Modern Finnish corpus of OCR processed newspaper text.
We use the same train-dev-test splits as provided by [Silfver-
berg et al., 2016]. We tokenize on characters and our vocab-
ulary comprises all the characters seen in the training data.
Models Following the previous work [Awasthi et al., 2019],
our baseline model, denoted by Transformer consists of 2
encoder, 2 decoder layers for spell-correction and 2 encoder,
1 decoder layer for OCR correction. The transformer layer
consists of 200 hidden units, 400 intermediate units, and 4 at-
tention heads. Similar to the GEC experiments, we train two
model variants where either the latency of the number of pa-
rameters of the model is the same with the baseline model,
denoted by Ours and Ours-4 layers. We also train another
baseline model with the doubled transformer blocks and de-
note it as Transformer-4 layers. We do not employ pretrain-
ing technique or use specific initialization for all compared
models. For reference, we also compare our approach with
the recently proposed sequence labeling based models, in-
cluding the model introduced in [Ribeiro et al., 2018] and
the PIE model introduced in [Awasthi et al., 2019]. and two
LSTM baseline models with soft and hard attention mecha-
nisms which are also reported in [Awasthi et al., 2019].
Results The performance of different compared models on
the spell and OCR correction tasks (measured by accuracy)
is shown in Table 3. We can see that the proposed method is
able to significantly outperform the vanilla transformer-based
models, as well as the LSTM and sequence labeling based
LST baselines in both settings where either the number of
parameters in the model is the same or the inference latency
is the same, which is consistent with the result in the GEC
task. Our deeper model variant yields the state-of-the-art re-
sults in both tasks. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed approach and suggests that our approach is versatile
for different LST tasks.
5 Related work
Local Sequence Transduction Local sequence transduc-
tion (LST) tasks are sequence transduction tasks where there
exists massive overlapping between the source and target se-
quences, such as Grammatical Error Correction (GEC) and
spell or OCR correction. Generally, LST tasks are formu-
lated as sequence-to-sequence generation tasks and tackled
with seq2seq models [Chollampatt and Ng, 2018; Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018]. However, the standard seq2seq model
fails to capture an important characteristic of LST tasks that
the input and output sequences have significant overlap and
only differ in a few positions. Recently, Ribeiro et al. pro-
pose to formulate LST tasks as sequence labeling problems
by first predicting insert slots in the input sequences using
learned insertion patterns and then using a sequence labeling
task to output tokens in the input sequences or a special token
delete. Awasthi et al. propose to predict output edit opera-
tions including word transformations and further improve the
performance of sequence labeling based LST models. Their
approach makes use of the characteristic of LST tasks but
requires massive engineering efforts to design an appropri-
ate set of word transformations, which makes it non-trivial to
generalize to other LST tasks. In addition, the sequence la-
beling formulation lacks the flexibility of seq2seq models as
their approach can only make local edits, which is demon-
strated by inferior performance on GEC benchmarks. In
contrast, our proposed pseudo-bidirectional decoding method
captures the characteristic of LST tasks and is versatile to
most seq2seq models.
Bidirectional Decoding and Future Modeling In sta-
tistical machine translation models, many approaches ex-
plored backward language models or target-bidirectional de-
coding to capture right side target-side contexts for trans-
lation [Watanabe and Sumita, 2002]. However, standard
seq2seq models generate output sequences in a left-to-right
fashion and make the right side context of the currently pre-
dicting token unexplored, which is a well-recognized prob-
lem in the field of neural machine translation. Previous ap-
proaches [Sennrich et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2018] investigate
using right-to-left models to re-rank the generated sentences
and recent work [Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019a] use
bidirectional beam search algorithms to generate the output
sequences. These approaches integrate the right side context
indirectly and introduce substantial computational overhead
during inference.
As for future modeling, Xia et al. proposed a deliberation
network, which leverages the global information by observ-
ing both back and forward information in sequence decoding
through a deliberation process. Zheng et al. introduced two
additional recurrent layers to model translated past contents
and untranslated future contents. These approaches require
either two-passes generation or introducing additional model
components, which leads to substantial computational over-
head and increase the inference latency, which is undesirable
for real-world application. In contrast to previous works for
bidirectional decoding or future modeling for machine trans-
lation, our approach makes use of the characteristic of LST
tasks to perform pseudo-bidirectional decoding without in-
creasing the inference latency or relying on other right-to-left
models or specifically designed components.
Parameter Sharing in Transformer Several parameter
sharing mechanisms have been explored in transformer-based
models to reduce the number of parameters and facilitate
model training. ALBERT [Lan et al., 2019] shares all en-
coder layers to reduce the number of parameters in the pre-
trained language model. Xia et al. propose to share the en-
coder and the decoder in transformer-based neural machine
translation models. Their experiments show that sharing the
encoder and the decoder for transformer-based neural ma-
chine translation models improves the performance in very
small datasets by introducing regularization effects. How-
ever, in larger machine translation datasets, directly sharing
the encoder and the decoder fails to improve the performance,
which may be due to the discrepancy in the input sequences
and the attention mechanism in the encoder and the decoder.
The characteristic of the LST tasks and the proposed pseudo-
bidirectional decoding approach successfully bridge the gap
between the encoder and the decoder, thus makes sharing pa-
rameters in the encoder and the decoder improves the perfor-
mance while reducing the number of parameters.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, motivated by the characteristic of local sequence
transduction tasks, we propose pseudo-bidirectional decoding
(PBD) to provide approximated future information for the de-
coder of transformer-based seq2seq models for LST tasks. In
addition, we also propose to share the parameters between the
encoder and the decoder for LST models to explicitly model
the inductive bias that the input and the output sequences are
very similar and provide regularization effects while reduc-
ing the number of parameters. Our experiments on three LST
tasks shows that our approach is able to yield substantial and
consistent improvements upon strong transformer baselines
while significantly reducing the number of parameters in the
model.
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